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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A New Phenomenon? 
Children, by their very nature have a great deal of 
energy. They like to move about and explore their world; they live 
and leart, with tlleir feet, arms and muscles--not just with their 
eyes and ears. They are eager to examine their environment; they 
are curious and creative human beings. This innate curiosity and 
creativity imply movement. The child i.s constantly in motion: 
touchir1g, tasti.ng, walking, running and jumping to explore and 
analyze the world in which he lives. Movement, then, is a natural 
quality of childhood. 
\A/hen a child's almc)st constant movement begins to annoy 
an adult, whether the adult be a teacher' or parent, he is requested 
to be still and sil(~rlt. Most children will resent and will somewhat 
resist suer. ar1 obvious encroachment upc)n thei.r desire to move 
abc.'ut. The majoritj/ of therY~ '..~pon request can be silenced completely 
or at least somewha.t subciued by vari.ous br'ibes and threats from trl9 
adult Vv·or1d. t\n authoritat.i"v'{) tea.cher can coax a child into "sitting 
still U and "1 istening"; a frclzzled parent can convince a child to "be 
quiet and watch T.V. u; tJ~.e fan1il)' pedi.atrician can calm a child's 
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anxieties with an offer of a loll ipop or otller" "sLJr(Jrise after an 
examination or shot; tt.e local 1ibrarian can threaten excIus ion 
from the library unless there is "silence"! 
Such passi.ve activities as watching, listening and sitting 
sti.ll are highly prized by most adults; these qualities can be forced 
upon the majorit'..I of chi.ldren because we teach crrildren to r"'espect 
and obey adult authority. Most of our children '''can and gerlerally 
will (if somewhat reluctantly) comply with adult mar1dates such as 
the above. 
Three to five percent of all children, however, are 
unable to cope with such directives. This type of child can be 
found in homes and schools allover the country. 
He has a short attention span, engages in an excess of random 
and purposeless activity. He's distractible, excitable, unable 
to tolerate frustration. He cantt stay in his seat, has tiifficulty 
finishing assignments, talks out of turn and has trouble keeping 
his hands to himself. He upsets his parents who feel responsible 
for his behavior; frustrates his teacher who's convinced he has 
'potential t; and is frequently ShlJnned by his peers who can't 
stand Iris impulsi.vity. 1 
You might ask: "Isn't this just another child attempting 
tc> explore hi.s erivironment?" "Aren't all children (and adults) more 
active at one tirrH:~ of thei.r day or week titan they are at other times?" 
"Doesn't this crlild just ilave rnc>re cur~iosity and desire to learn about 
hts world thall cttlers migr'at rlavc'?" "Wor) 't he settle down as he 
rnatl~res?t1 Ttle o.nsvvar is ~,'es. • •maybe! Maybe he is just a 
----_.~.._---­
1Joel A. Darby) "/\11 tr.e Things You Should l<now About 
DrLlgs ;:inci tl"1e Hyperl<inetic Cf·1 ild, n Early Years, (November, 1974), 
p.40. 
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norrnal child who happens to be a bit overactive or overeager to 
explore. Maybe he is an average child who just needs to have some 
reasonable I imits set for him. Maybe learni.ng about a certain concept 
in school or at home tends to make him Qverlyexcited for the moment. 
Or maybe he is hyperactive! 
Hyperacti.vity itl children is not a new phenomenon. It 
has been with us as long as children have. In tile days before 
sophisticated psychiatric, medi.cal and educational practices appeared, 
children who exhibited thi.s ultra-active and sometimes bi.zarre be­
havior were looked upon as in.sane or possessed by the devil. They 
were consequently locked in an asylum or put to death for the pro­
tection and sanity. of fa.mily and community. Our attitudes and tech­
nology ha'..Ie advat.ced since t~)en. We no tonger insti.tutionali.ze or 
kill those who exhibit biza.rre behavioral characteristi.cs. We do our 
best to bring trlem to their full potential. New medical and educational 
methods are used to bring about this desir-able and oftentimes 
dra~)tic change. 
We can change the physicr_~l ech.Jcational environment of 
the so-ca.lled hyper'acti\/e child; '\lVG can rnodi.fy his behavior; we can 
do psycr)osurgcry; or' we can use chenlotherapy. These advances are 
no weindel" i.n a sc)ciet:/ tJ)Cl.t t.ak(~s the slogan "Better Li.ving Through 
Cilernistr'y" .set'iousl~/. 
-------------
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Overvi.ew of the Problem 
Let's take a look at Steve. Steve is a hypothetical 
eight year old boy wr,o is presently have difficulty coping with the 
activities in his second grade self-contained classroom. He is 
not doing well academi.cally, he has no friends, and his teacher, 
though she tries to help hirrl, easily loses her patience because 
she thinks he isnIt trying as hard as he could. A brief look at 
Steve's reading lesson will give us a better idea of Steve's 
functi.oning: 
Steve, instead of reading, 'Once there was a boy and a 
horse,: t said 'One there was a little boy and a house.' 
This, while elaborately tangl ing his right leg over his 
left. At the next sentence, 'They lived on a farm, t 
Steve groped to scratch his neck, tjle boo~< slid down 
and he lost his place. By then, the whole class wetS 
tittering. 2 
Steve scored 12() on verbal I. Q. tests. Thi.s means 
he is especially bright, prol)ably smarter than the majority of 
cf-rildren who made fun of him. Still, he's behind in writing, 
rea.ding, spelling and arithmetic. Researcl.ers who have observed 
Steve's classroom behavior questior, Vv·l.ether he might be mildly 
retar~)ed, la~~y Ot' just undisciplined. vVith a verbal I.Q. of 120, 
he isn't retarded. Lazy'-, Poor Steve tries hard to please his teacher 
arid str~uggles to keep lJr) VJith I-.is classmates. 3 Upon closer 
2Dr. Sidney Adler, ttl Know I've Got All My Marbles-­
I Just Can't Use TherYl, " Early Years ,(April,1973), p.53. 
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examination, observation and testing, Steve will be labeled 
hyperactive. 
Hyperl<inesis will be used synonymously in this paper 
with hyperactivity. Both the concept and the definition of these 
terms are at times ambiguous and elusive. Virtually every pi.ece 
of 1iterature read was found to contain that particular author's own 
unique viewpoint of the definition and consequent rate of incidence. 
It was therefore di.fficult for the author to deci.de upon a definition 
and cOrreSf)onding rate of incidence for the subject being dealt with. 
Rates of incidence as low as 1. 5% and as high as 40% were mentioned 
i.n the li.terature. The majority of-authors seemed to place the per­
centage of hyperactive children in our society somewhere between 
3 and 5 percent. A rE~spected source wa,~ therefore arbitrari.ly 
chosen by the autt10r in order to supply a real istic rate of occurance. 
It has been esti.rnated by the U.5. Federal Offi.ce of Child 
Development that t~lree percent of elernentary school children 
demonstrated enOl...Jgrl traits (mild afJd severe) to be classified 
as "hyperki.netic". SL~ch a percentage implies tflot in a gt'~oup 
of 30 to 35 pupiIs, one might expect to find one SLfCh child. 4 
Hyperkinesis, a popular and often misused label is often 
used syr)()rl~1n-.ouslywith minimal br'ain dysfunction (or MBD) or is 
described clS a r'es~..Jlt of !v~J3D. -rhe hyperkinetic child is often 
described ir. rrledical liter'atuf'e as beirlg dr'iver1 by a ki.nd of inner 
tornado, II1.s activi.ty corr"lpletely bE?yond his control. 
4Sr,erwood o. Cole, "Hyperkinetic Children: The Use 
of Stimularlt [)r"ugs Evalu<.ttecf J " Arnerican Journal of Orthc)(='Sycf'\iatry, 
(Jar,uZt.ry 1975), p. 29. 
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It is generally agreed that the super-activity VJith whicJi 
this paper deals has only two basic causes: (1.) It can be environ­
mentally based or generated b)-I some emotional conflict..s in the environ­
mente Technically when this is the case, tl-lG problem is referred to 
as hyperactivity. When the cause of the emotional confl ict disappears, 
so will the hyperactivity. (2.) Hyperactivity that is physically 
based is called hyperkinesi.s. This typ~ of hyperactivity is due to· 
pathological dysfunction in the brain and usually requires §pecial 
educational techniques and/or medical management. 5 
No matter what the cause, the hyperactive child suffers. 
Life at home and 1ife in school nee·ds to be better for children who 
have spent most of their 1ives being scolded, punished, corrected 
and remi.nded for fail ing academically, mi.sbehaving, and not 1iving 
up to parental and teacher expectations in general. Because of these 
types of failures, hyperkinetic chi.ldren have a very poor self-i.mage. 
Their egos are damaged and self-esteem is low. 
Is there hope for the hyperactive child? Can he be 
educated to his fullest potential? Does he need medi.cation to 
help him control his inner impulses? If he is put on medication will 
he become addicted and consequet1tly erHJ \..~r) i.() more trouble? Will 
f,YsychosI.Jrger"y "'\i~lp him? Is psychosll~gery morally right? These 
i.ssues ancl ,.taliy rnc)re are the focus of the r·ese~lrch included in this 
paper. 
~ \ 
v l")arby, "All ti~i(~ Urt",irJgs You Should Know AbolJt Drugs 
anci the H)'peri<irletic Ch'ii(i~ tJ p. 41 • 
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Statement £! Purpose 
It was the purpose of this paper to present and explore 
an overview of the hyperactive child, how he can l)e identified and 
possible means of managing his behavi.or to assure hi.s development 
as a whole person and a contributor to society. 
Recent literatur'e from 1965 to the present was reviewed • 
.. 
Gnlyone article was noted in the 1965 Education Index; the majority 
of articles are concentrated in the period from 1967 to tr1e present. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Diagnosing the Population 
Since the beginnings of time tlumanity has been 
plagued by diseases and maladies that have been difficult to 
under'stand and alrr10st impossible to diagnose. Crude forms of 
heal ing or alleviating disease were employed by primitive man. 
Those unfortunates who exhibited any exceptionality--mental or 
physical--were often looked upon as possessed by the devil or 
as insane and were locked in an asylum for the duration of their 
lives. 
In the twentieth century individuals look upon them­
selves with great pride as intelligent and higt.ly sophisticated beings 
who are conquering disease and eliminating the world of its pain 
and sufferi.ng. Today there are highly special ized people in all 
fields; there are technical n'1achines, special ized drugs and 
specific forms of therap~/ to CLH"e ailments or at least reduce pain. 
Di.agnosis and treatment of almost every known malady is possible. 
TI1ere do exist, however, ?l number of medical and/or 
behavi.oral problerris for wlltet. diagnosi.s is uncertain due to 
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confl iet-ing opinions in regard to symptoms and treatment is 
controversial due to moral beliefs and differing schools of 
thought. 
Hyperactivity (hyperkinesis) is a set of symptoms 
rather than a di.sease that falls into this category. Although hyper­
active children have always been a relatively small percent­
age of the human population, it was not until about ftft'y-eight 
years ago that interest was shown in their problem. Up until 
that time those who exhi.bited the symptoms of what is today 
called hyperactivity were thought to be "possessed" and were 
burned at tile stake or were put in ·an ltlSane asylum and disowned 
by their families. 
Clinicians developed an active i.nterest in the syndrome 
during the 1918 epidemi.c of encephali.tis in the United 
States. AmOrlg the ch'ildren who \/'lere strtken and 
recovered from the aCtJte p~,ase of the attack, many 
later showed a catastrophic change in personal i ty: they 
became hyperacti.ve, distractible, i.rritable, unruly, 
destructive and antisocial. 1 
Since 191 8 the syndrome known as hyperkinesis tlaS 
undergone many name changes as doctors, psychologists and 
educators have investigated it. 
The term "hyperkir)etic £)~/r')~Jrome" is of r'ecent origin. 
The disorder was fir'st described by Kahr) and Cohen in 
1fv,ar'k A. Stevvctrt, Ht--iyperactive Cfl'ildren, It 
Scientific, P,merlcan 222, (}\I=)r~il,"1970), p. 94· . 
.... .~ 
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1934 and labeledt~organi.cdriveness It. Bradley later 
referred to it as "hyperkinetic' tBhavior disorder" • 
Two less frequently used labels t'lave been "post­
encephal i tic behavior disorder" in 1959 and "associa­
tion deficit pathology" in 1962. The majority of 
recent authors such as Anderson, Kl inkerfuss and 
Knobel, however, prefer "hyperkinetic syndrome, It 
possibly because this represents a label which is 
descri~tive yet void of inherent eti.ological impl ica­
tions. 
The hyperkinetic syndrome today exists as one of 
the many medical and/or behavioral problems -mentioned above 
for which etiology, identification and management are contro­
versial and uncertai.n. Several theories exist regarding its 
causes, characteristics and the best way to manage the problem. 
Due to its recent recognition as a valid, treatable :Jroblem none 
of these theories has had adequate time to be properly researched 
and proven. All aspects of the hyperktnetic behavior syndrome 
are presently under further study. 
The author, therefore, has not stated any conclusions 
in this paper in regard to hyperki.nesis but has t"'ather explored 
its vari.ous proposed causes, characteristics and possi.ble means 
of management. 
The task of descri.bing the charactet"istics of 
hyperactive children is in some ways a difficult one--not because 
their attributes ar'e unusual, but l)ecause mat)y~ of the symptoms 
,.... 
~Samuel J. Marwtt and Jack A. Stenner, "Hyperkinesis: 
Del ineation of Two Patter-ns, It E'...xceptional Cr.il(iretl, Vol. 38 
(January, 1972), p. 401 • 
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are present in all children to some degree at some particular 
time. The characteristics listed below are not abnormal in 
themselves; they are only abnormal when they are excessive in 
degree. All children exhibit these characteristics at one time 
or anotr.er while they are growing up; "what characterizes 
hyperactive children is the intensity, the persistence and the 
patterning of these symptoms. "3 
Finally it must be noted that not every hyperactive 
child exhibits all of these traits. 
Hyperactivity 
Tt-,e most common abnormality is, as the name 
suggests, hyperactivity. Many of these children have been 
excessively active since infancy. Parents often report that 
the child was "different" from the beginning of his 1ife . 
Frequently such infants are restless and feeding and sleeping 
are problems. 
From birth he shows distinct signs of difference: 
excessive rocking, wiggl ing and cl inlbing; the rapid 
wearing out of furniture, toys and clothes; experiencing 
repeated close calls, such as accidentaJ .household 
poisonings and falls from trees. 4 
3
Paul H. Wer1der, l-he Hyperactive Child: A 
Handl:?ook for Parents, (New Yor'k: Crown Publishers, 1973), 
p. 8. 
4Diane Divoky, "Toward a i"Jation of Sedated 
Ct.ildr-en,11 Learning(l'v~arch, 19-73), p. 7. 
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As these bundles of energy become toddlers parents 
frequently report that the child stood and walked at an early 
age. After learning how to walk, the hyperactive toddler is 
always on the go, always into everything, always touching and 
usually by mistake always :breaking every object i.n his path. 
Again it must be empr1asized that tr1e above description migllt be 
that of any young toddler; keep in mi.nd that it is the inter"1sity, 
persistence, and patterrl that set the hyperactive child apart 
from his norrnal peers. 
As the hyperactive child grows older the description 
changes: he is constantly in motion, drumming his fingers 
and shuffl ing his feet and iracessantly fidgeting. He pulls all 
his toys off the shelf) plays with each-- for a moment and discards 
it. He cannot color for 101'19 or be t'"'ead to without losing interest. 
At school his teachers complain that the child is fidgety, di.sruptive 
and unable to stay in his seat; he gets up and walks ar'ound the 
classroom, talks out, and fools around; he bothers and annoys 
his fellow pupils and is doing poorly in academic V\/Ot~k. In short 
he is a human tornado both at home and it"1 school. 
Regardless of ar1Y l;;lt)cls that might be used to identify 
or classify the hyper'!<inetic child, one major symptorn 
predominates a.flct i.s 11i.g~-lly appa.rent even to the Ltntrairled 
obser'ver--hyperactivity. In con,partson to other cJli.ldren, 
the hyperactivit~yl is not simply a IT"latter of degree but also 
one of qlJal tty. TrlE; r1yperkinctic c:r,ilc c1pf)ears to be di'"'iven-­
as if there were ar1 finf)er tornado'--so t~lat the behavior is 
--------------
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beyond the child's control. 5 
It is important to emphasize that what is differet1t 
about the hyperkinetic child is not his activity level whi.le at 
play. He probably couldn't be detected on trle playground. 
WI.at is different is that when he is asked to turn his motor off, 
he is Llnable to do so for very long, if at all! A hyperactive 
chi.ld may be able to sit relatively still upon receiving in"dividual 
attention from an adult. 
Of special interest here is the fact that not all 
hyperacti~e c~Tildren are overactive. There are a few children 
who have many of the problems 1isted below but are not over­
active at all. "Hyperactivity" therefore is an LIrIf.2>rtunate 
inaccurate label. Also noteworthy is the fact that overactivity 
is often the fi rst syptom in this complex synejrome to dt.:3appear 
as the child grows older. 
Distractibility 
A second characteristic many tirnes found in 
hyperactive children is dis tt"'actib il ity or short attention span. 
While this difficulty is not so obvious as over'activity it i.s of 
great practical importEir\Cf.;. 
Yourlg childr"en, vvhen COf'-lparecJ to adults, are 
5Cole , ".·-1yr-)t_~r'activ8 Children: lw-r>le Use of Stimulant 
Drugs Evaluated," PP 0 28-29. 
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relatively lacking in the ability to concentrate and follow 
through on a task. The hyperactive child acts 1ike a child 
younger than himself. He is the opposite of the child who can 
si.t for 30 to 60 minutes putting puzzles together or building 
with blocks. Instead he goes from one activity to another in 
a frenzy. 
As a toddler and nursery school student the hyperactive 
child rushes quickly from activity to activity and then 
seems at a loss for things to do. In school his teacher 
reports: 'You cantt get him to pay attention for long 
• • • He doesn't finish his work. . . He doesn't remember 
what you tell him'. At home his mother notices that 
'he doesn It 1isten for long. . . tie doesn't mind. • . he 
doesn't remember'. The parents must hover over the 
child in order to get him to do what they want. Told 
once to eat with his fork and not his hands, he complies, 
but a few seconds later he is eating with his hands again. 
He may begin his homework as requested but fail to 
complete it unless the parents nag him. The child may 
not necessarily disobey instruct.ions, but in the middle 
of an assigned job he starts doing something else. 
Tasks begun are half done. 6 
Distractibility proves to be frustrating for the child" 
as well as for his parents, friends and teacher-s. Like hyperac­
ti.vity, hov,,.evel~, distractibility need not ·... be present in all 
hyperkinetic children. Often when the child recei.ves indivi.dual 
attention he can attend to the task at hand for a relatively long 
period. 
6wender, The l2¥f)eractlve ChU:d~ A Handbook for 
Pa.rent-~, p. 1 '1 • 
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Demand for Attention 
In order to adjust and develop normally, all child­
ren require adult interest and attention. As they grow older 
they require less but sti11 need the interest of those whom 
they love and respect. The ~1yperactive child de~:.~·.:::lds immediate 
and constant attention to his needs. His demandir":J attitude for 
attention is insati.able; no rnatter how r()uch ~-le is gi.ven he wants 
more. He must be the star in the center of the stage; he tries 
to monopol ize the convei"sation and clowns and jokes in the 
classroom much to tile dismay of teachers and parents. 
A child as much in need of attention as this child 
seems to be lacking in parental love and attention. Parents 
try to give him more of their time and attention and he in turn 
demands only more. Anger results on the part of the parents 
when even a generous amount of attentiveness on their part 
produces only the demand for more. A feeling of inadequacy 
and failure finally overcomes the fired and frLlstrated parents. 
The demand for attention can be distressing, confusing 
and irritating to parents. Since the child demands so 
so much they feel they have not gi.ven Ilim what he needs. 
Since they cannot understand how to sati.sfy him, they 
feeI deficierit. ~= i.r1cti.ly, because the child may cling and 
r.)ot<e simultaneOtJ.st.y arid endlessly. 7 
7Ibid., p. 13 • 
"'.. .~ J ••• 
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Impulsivity 
A fourth characteristic frequently ascribed to 
hyperactive children is impulsivity or poor impulse control. 
All young chi.ldren want what they want when they want it. The 
ability to tolerate a delay or to think before acting develops 
with age. The hyperactive child in this case, as in many' others, 
behaves like a child several years younger than hi.s chronological 
age. 
He becomes quickly upset when others fail to behave 
as he thinks they should. Toys, games and sometimes chairs 
are kicked, thrown and broken when sibl ings and classmates 
don It do what he thinks they should 
He acts on the spur of the moment without forethought~ 
He rushes into the street or up a tree. As a resul t he receives 
more than his share of cuts, bruises and trips to the doctor. 
He wears out clothes and toys unthinkingly rather than malicious­
ly. 
Impulsivity also shows itself in poor planning and 
lack of judgement. Whatever amount of poor planni.ng and 
lack of judgement the r.ortYlal ct')ild has, the hyperactive child 
has substantially less. He is more likely than most children to 
run off in several directior,s at once. Disorderliness and di.s­
orgat,lzation are the key words here.; in.pulsl\/ity teams up wi.th 
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dis tractibi1i ty to produce untidy rooms, sloppy dress, unfinished 
classwork and careless readi.ng and writing. 
Perceptual Problems 
In discussing the perceptual and learning difficulties 
that sometimes afflict hyperactive children, it is important to 
note that hyperactivity does not affect intelligence. The propor­
tions.of bright, average and slow are the same among hyperactive 
children as among children who are not hyperactive. 
However, some hyperkinetic children, not all, do 
have certain problems in i.ntellectual and perceptual development; 
an "uneven" development i.n these areas is noted on intell igence 
tests. A normal 7 year old child wi.ll score at or very near the 
same age level on all subtests of a pat~ticul~r I.Q. test; the 
hyperactive child who exl.ibits uneven development would 
achieve scores at age level on some sUbtests, far above his 
chr'onological age in others and far below his age in still other 
subtests. 
Intelligence tests measure abilities and skills in a rlumber 
of separ"'ate areas, such as vocabulat.....y, arithmetic, under­
standing, memory, and certain forrr,s of problem solvi.ng. 
lJsuallya child's performance is pretty much the same in 
eac~l of these se~)arate areas. If a child's vocabulary i.s 
rlot~mu.l for his age, iiis memory and problem solving are 
lJsua.lly age-r10r'iYldl as v.;ell. Hyperactive children seem 
r'r1c,re li.kely to have uneven development. The child may 
b,e sl.Jpe.rior in vocabulat~y, average in nlemory, and 
s()rr)t.~wJ')(.it slow 'in pro()lern solving. ~-iis intelligence, which 
c.J.vcr·age~3 his abili.ty in all these areas rnay then be 
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advanced in some regards and behind in otr)ers. 8 
This uneven development naturally produces diff­
lculties in school placement and adjustment. A hyperactive 
child of chronological third grade age may be capable of doing 
fifth grade mathemati.cs, but only second grade reading. If the 
school does not make allowances for these inconsistent abtl ities, 
the child's problems will be accentuated. He cannot be moved 
to a regular fifth or second grade; he will be too slow for one and 
too fast for the other. Unless the school can arrange a program 
to take his abil ities and special needs into account, he will not 
fit into any class and even further frustration on tIle part of the 
chi.ld, the parents and the teacl.er result. During their primary 
school years hyperkinetic children are generally referred for 
testing and consequent special school services. 
Checkli.sts provi.ded by school systems and pedia­
tricians to help teachers identify chi.ldren with hyperkinesis, 
1\/\. B. D. or similar learning di.sot"'ders include these 
'symptoms' : 
Talking out of turn i.n class.
 
Telling tall stories to create an important impressi.on.
 
Not getti.ng work done in school.
 
Rather silly and immature.
 
Has tr'ouble sitting still.
 
Doesr,'t get along well with classmates.
 
t 9mpa'len •I t · 
9Divoky, wrowal~d a Nation of Sedated Chi.1dren, lip. 8. 
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The kindergarten, first or second grade teacher 
recognizes that some problem exists; she fills out and submits 
a checklist similar to the one above and at this point parental 
suspicions have been confirmed. Parents of a hyperkinetic child 
may often believe that their lack of love, patience Ot" tolerance makes 
the child seem worse than he is. Different expectations of the 
'" 
child are required at school. The atmosphere is more- restraificd 
and more quiet is demanded; this is where the hyperkinetic child's 
problems are really outstanding. 
Children who may have shown previously mentioned signs 
in a 'somewhat milder form or have had especially tolerant 
parents are first recognized upon entering kindergarten or 
fi rst grade. When compared to otl.ers their own age, they 
are found to be more difficul t to manage because of thei.r-· 
restlessness, inattention and immaturity. 
This is undoubtedly related to the fact that children 
usually have to conform in a classroom more than at home. 
They must sit still longer, must concentrate more and 
receive less i.ndividual treatment. It also means, however, 
that quite a number of hyperactive youngsters (approximately 
65 to 75%) are not brought to any doctor witll this complaint 
before school age. 
The average parent tries to live with the situation at 
home or may even have been told by fri.ends that 'John will 
outgrow this stage and everything will be just fine. ,10 
AA area trlat John will not outgrow unless given 
special attention however is that of perceptual difficul ties. 
Perception is difficul t to de.fine. It is more complex than seeing 
or hear'-irlg. It includes the abilities to distinguish between similar 
10Kenneth fv1inde, A Parents' Guide to Hyperactivi.ty 
it:. Chi lcjt"~~~,(Quebec, (::;2in.3.da: (~uebec Associat.ion for Children 
Vvith Leat""rling Disabilities) 197'1), p. 7. 
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Sigt1ts or sounds and the ability to put together sensations in a 
meani.ngful way. Distinguishing between right and left is a 
perceptual task that gives a hyperacti.ve child trouble. Right­
left orientation is associated with reading and writing tasks. 
The letter "b" is different from the letter "d" because the circle 
in the letter "b tt is on the right and the circle in the letter "d" 
is on the left. If a child camot easily distinguish a fib" ·frorn a 
"d" it's not surprising that he may have difficulty sounding out 
letters to read. All very young children have this problem; 
the writer again emphasizes that in many ways the h~/peractive 
child functions like a much younger child. 
The right-left reversal can be a problem in words as 
well as letters: "rat" might be read as "tar" and "was" might 
be read as "saw". Reversal problems can cause spelling errors 
also: "read" may become "raed". This difficulty in distinguish­
ing right from left obviously makes learning to read and write 
ver~y difficult i.f not impossible. Di.stinguishing between similar 
sounds such as "pat" and "pet" i.s ar.other perceptual problem 
as is the child's memory and inability to synthesize sounds. 
Many hyper·c:-,cti\/~ children have I.one of these 
perceptual problems bt.Jt ar"e still marked underachievers. 
School personnel, ho\\'ever, because of their training, are very 
li.l<ely to be Una\Nare c,f the J:>roblems of hyperacti.vity and to 
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attribute the child's difficulties to emotional or psychological 
difficulties or problems at home. Regardless, school is a 
frustrating place for the hyperactive child to be. 
School is his worst affliction. He has trouble with 
his schoolwork, not because he does not have the abil i~' 
to learn the work but because he cannot concentrate on it 
and cannot show what he does know. He loses his books, 
fai.ls to complete tests, forgets to do his homework. 
Because of his tendency to gues.c~: at answers rather trian 
puzzle them out.,." he has trouble v"ith reading and math. 11 
School problems are intensified for the hyperactive 
child who has a set of frustrated, guilt-ridden parents and a 
teacher·' who thinks she's a failure in her profession. These 
people can affect a change in this child's 1ife once they real ize 
that they are not the immediate cause of the problem. 
Happily parents and teachers can do more than sigh 
and hope for the best. They can t'ecognize that even though 
they did not cause the child's problem, they can do much 
to solve it. They can be assL.lred that inadeqLtate parenting 
or teaching did not make this child hyperactive--but that 
super-parenting and super-teaching can make things better. 
As one mot~1er put it, 'A hyperactive cr-lild requires hyper­
parenting. t 12 
Coordination 
A great majority of hyperactive childre.n show various 
diffic:ulti.es in this sixth characteristic of hyperkinetic behavior: 
coof'dirlatton. Limited fine-nlotor control cal.~ses trouble witli 
coloring, cutti.ng with scissors, tying shoelaces, buttoning buttons, 
11 Mark A. Stev'lart, Raising A Hyperactive Child, 
(New York: I-Jarpcr'. 1973), p. g. 
12Ibid ., pp. 9-~10. 
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and writing. Poor eye-hand coordination shows up in awkwardness 
in throwing and catching a baIlor in playing baseball or tenryis. 
These coordination problems usually cause more diffi.culty and 
embarassment for boys than for gi.rls because a boy's athletic 
prowess is an important source of acceptance by otliers. A 
clumsy, awkward gi.rl is, however, usually not a credit to the 
parents who wish that their daughte·r would try to act like a. 
"1 ittle lady" . 
Social Aggressiveness/Interpersonal Relationships 
The next characteristic and "probably the single 
most distt....lrbing feature of hyperactive children's behavior,,13 
arId trle one frequetltly respor)sible for their referral for treat­
ment, i.s the difficulty many of these children have in complying 
"vitrl the r'equests atld prohi.bitions of parents a.nd teachers. 
Mo.st tiyperacti,\/e children manifest interpersonal 
beha_\/ic~Y-' tl~\at lias several di.stinctive characteristics: 
(1.) a consicIerable r'esistance to social demands, a 
resistar~ce tC) Hdos tr and "don'ts", to ffshoulds" and 
shouldrltts" CUlis is B. frequent cause of difficulty wi.th 
parents and t~achers); (2.) increased independence; 
(3.) dCJmir'leering behavior v"i -&1 other children. 14 
BecaLlse of their independer)t attitude and resistence 
to reqlJ.E~sts tt.i.s speci.al ch'i ld E.tppear!..; alm()st i.mpossible to 
-----,-----_._--­
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control. In some respects he can be described as not having 
outgrown "the terrible twos" explained by Dr. Spack. He is 
obstinate, stubborn, negativistic, bossy, disobedient, sassy 
and uncaring. All the techniques of discipline seem unsuccessful: 
rewards, removal of priveleges, punishment--none seem effecti.ve 
against this stubborn obstinate child. 
In accord with his resistant negative behavior 
toward those in authority are poor social relationships with 
sib1ings and peers. He is a tease and qui. te an expert at annoying 
and bothering. As he grows older he shows a marked tendency 
to become bossy, qui.te contrary to his refusal to be bossed by 
adults. When he plays he always wants to be the leader and make 
(or change) the rules to suit l.is needs. After awf1ile other 
children tend to avoid hi.m. 
This child who is desperately in need of social 
approval and acceptance drives his peers away from him. 
The hyperacti.ve child is usually aggressive socially and 
initiates friendships successfully, but his style drives 
others away. He will tell his parents that he is talked 
about, rejected, and perhaps even bullied. These reports 
are not excuses and they are not inaccurate. They are 
correct reports of what his own behavior compels other 
c~lildren to do. I-ie rnakes friends easil~l but cannot keep 
ttlem. 15 
All of the <lbo\/e n'1erttiorled social relationships, 
scl.ool pr"oblems, coordination diffict~lttes, ir·,abblity to concen-
15Ib·d 1""\31 ., p .. c.• 
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trate etc. are contributors to perhaps the longest lasting and 
most personally penetrating characteristi,cs of the hyperki.netic 
chiId: emotional difficulties. 
Unfor'tunately, the pain of rejection by parents, teachers and 
peers, and the frustration of hi.s felt ina.dequacies, corrlbine 
to lead him to further 'acti.ng-out' ber1avior. And a vicious, 
vicious cycle begins. By the time the hyperkinetic child 
physically matures out of the disorder (in late adolescence), 
irreparable psychological damage has :. been done. 16 
Emotional Lability and Immaturity 
Mood swings and cycles areunpredictable as is just 
about all of this kind of child's behavior. All people have good 
days and bad days. -rhese moods, however, are usually easily 
linked to certain experiences whereas the hyperacti.ve child is 
in a good mood or a bad mood for no understandable reason. 
These sudden shifts in mood are not psychologically caused; 
rather"\ tltey are due to the cumulative effects of a frustrating 
childhood, vvorries about why they are dlJ'ferent, inability to 
accept others and be accepted and a poor self-image in general. 
The child, meanwhile, is convi.nceci not only t.his his 
parents do r10t love him but that he is unlovable. Aside 
from his feeli.ngs of rejectiot', he is burdened with 
guilt, si.nce he knows what r,c is dC')lr-:g to distress them. 
He may hear his parents quar'rel over him all tile time 
and feel sure trlat if it \tvere not f()t~ flis existence the 
t1ousehold would be happie,t"'. 17 
16Dar'by, "All tl1E; Thin:ds ·You St·~(')1.Jld Know About 
Dr'llgs and trle Hy'pcr'lkinctic Ct,iId , " .p" 41 • 
17Stewal'l, Raising_A Hyperactive Child, p. 8. 
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The final major characteristic that is under discussion 
here is immaturity. Lack of social, athletic and academic skills, 
as mentioned previously, are all characteristic of younger children. 
Inability to tolerate frustration and the lack of pr~eseverance in 
a task are normal in the young child. An inability or unwilling­
ness to tolerate change in routine is also normally seen i.n 
preschool children. 
From a practical standpoint it is often helpful for parents 
to remember' that emoti.onally, not intellectually, their 
hyperacti.ve child may behave very much like a child 
four or five years younger than he is. Rememberirag 
this often makes it easier for parents to handle tIIeit'" 
child; many parents do not know how to act toward a 
nine-year-old with problems but do know how to deal 
with a normal four-or-five-year-old. 18 
Because adul t expectations and demands are differer1t 
for children in \/artous stages of their lives, those certain 
behavioral problerns that are conspicuous in a toddler are 
very different from those that are conspicuous in an adolescent. 
In adolescence hyperacti.ve beha\/ior per 5e is often 
channeled into more socially acceptable activities. A different 
er.vironment and altered expectations produce different kinds of 
behavior in the post school-age adult. 
Until very recently, psychiatrists believed that hyper­
ki.nesis ran a C~I:\\l(~ lC~r)tjlE~ntal cocH""se, cJirninishing in later 
childhood and di.sappearing in adolescer1ce. But now they 
are tenditlg to the convi.ction that the syndrome persists 
18vvet")der, Ihe i--iyperactive Chi.ld: A Handbook 
for Parents, p. 26. 
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thrc)ugh adolescence and well into later life. It is simply 
less apparent once the individual is not required to meet 
tile stringent behavioral norms imposed in most classroorns .19 
Other symptoms of the hyperactive syndrome may 
disappear or at least di.minish in severity as the child grows 
older. Some of the previously mentioned characteristics of the 
hyperactive syndrome at'"'e actually an asset in the adult world. 
The hyperactivity syndrome is not confined to children. 
Many adults exhibit the same cluster of symptoms. In 
adul t 1ife, however, certain of the basic characteristics-­
high energy, aggressiveness, lack of inhibitions--may be 
helpful in one's work, whereas in childhood, when one is 
requi.red to sit still at a desk and concentrate on studies 
for long periods, the restlessness associ.ated wi.th the 
syndrolne may be a great handicap and give rise to 
severe problems. 20 
Etiologi.cal Theories Concerning 
Hyperactivity 
Since it was not the major thrust of this paper to 
explore and define the causes of tile hyperactive syndrome, 
only a relatively small amourlt of ti.me vvill be devoted to it. 
The author does see fit to present, not explain in detail, the 
rnajor etiological theories. This brief explanation is given 
because the writer believes that some utldersta·nding of causal i ty 
should be included to further comprel:er!d the subject under 
1Q 
• ~"Di\/C)1<~/,) ifl'''oward A r'\lation of Sedated Children, U 
p.	 8. 
20 
stewart, "l-,yperactive Childrer1," p. 94. 
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discussion. 
Nine rather clear-cut and well-defined characteri.stics 
of the hyperactive syndrome were named and explait,ed above. 
Etiological theories, however, have not yet been clearly defir)ed 
0'..... even agreed upon. There do exist several speculative theories; 
those are presented here. 
Begi.nning wi.th a very logical explanation, the author 
discusses inborn temperamental differences as causative. Every­
one is born with a certain temperament or level of tolerance 
for certain situations. Pa.rticular kinds of temperament are 
noted to run in families. In some families children and adults 
tend to be "high strung" whereas in other families they are more 
placid. T'hese differences in temperament are as natural as 
differences in hair or eye color. 
There is scientific evidence supporting what everyone's 
grandmother knew: there at....e inbor'tl temperamental 
differences among children. Studi.es of the growth of 
children from infancy to preadolescence reveal that 
children differ from their earliest da::>,s and that some of 
tIIese differences tend to be associated with behavioral 
problems as the child grows tJp • • • What causes these 
temperan1ental differences? Chi ld psychiatrists are not 
certain. A very good possibil ity is that they are caused 
by cherni.cal differ'ences in the brai.n. 21 
This ctie.mical imbalance rna.>l t>8 due to genetics as 
is hair and eye coloY" or- tel "ar-t()rnolies in th8 development of the 
21wender, -.!.:"he t'yperactive Child: A Handbook 
for Parents, PP. 32-83 ¥ 
.,,". 
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baby before the time of birth. ,,22 
This chemical imbalance makes it difficult if not 
impossible for the child to deal with the great amount of 
auditory and visual stimul i he has to cope with daily. He is 
being bombarded by sights and sounds that he can't sort out; and 
therefore cannot deal with in the way par'ents and teachers 
expect him to. 
Another possible cause is simply the lack of 
development or rnaturation or a "developmental lag tt in the 
physical or emoti.onal areas. Some doctors and researchers 
bel ieve that a certain percentage of children simply mature 
slowly in these areas; sorne more slowly than others. A 
nine year old, therefore, may act like a three year old because 
that is the stage of emotional development he is at. By the time of 
puberty, emotions usually catch up to chronological age and the 
chi.ld's symptoms of the hyper-active behavior syndrorre have 
diss ipated . 
Hyperactive behavior may also be a consequence of a 
maturation lag; the child is physically or emotionally 
developing more slowly than J-ris peers. 23 
Another delay of maturation theory concerns itself 
3~ 
2
22Ib1-d ., p. ~.
 
n
 
VDivoky, nTovvat"~d A f'Jatton of S(~dated Children," 
p. 8. 
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only with the delaying matur~ation of a portion of ti,e brain in 
comparison to the chronological age of the child. 
There is, at present, no universally accepted theory 
about the cause of true hyperkinesis--one widespread 
idea is that chi.ldren suffer from a delay in the matur­
ation of that portion of the brain whi.ch inhibits or' 
screens impulses. As a consequence, the theory goes, 
the cerebral cortex is continually flooded with a stream 
of impulses that the child can't control, sift or integrate 
• In the ·cas'e- of the hyperkinetic chi.ld, ti,e screetl 
is broken. The physical sensations, the sounds, the words-­
everything comes at once, and wi.th equal impact. 
He attempts to attend to them all at the same tinle. 24 
A rather recent theory is that of Ben Feingold, 
a California doctor, who purports childhood hyperacti.vity to 
be caused by an allergy to the chemical dyes B.nd additives in 
certain foods. 
Be,n F. Feingold, M. D. Chief Emeritus of the Department 
of the Kaiser.....Perrnanente Medical Center in San 
Francisco, indicates that his studies sr")ow a strong 1ink 
between hyperactivity in children and the consurnption 
of artificial flavors and colors used in food processing. 25 
Dr. Feingold sees ~1is theory as the answer to those 
who question why there exist so many mot'"'e hyperkinetic children 
today than 50 years ago. The answer is simple: many mOi"'e 
additives are in the food we eat today a.nd many people (especially 
ch'ildr'en) are sensiti\/e or allergic to these modern-day additives. 
240arbY', "1')..11 the -r~,ings You Should Know About 
Drugs and the 1--1,y/per'active Child," p. 41 • 
25BevE~rly S ma.ll, tiThe Hyperacti.ve Child, " 
Today's Education,V()l. 63 (January/February,1974), p. 34. 
------------
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A fourth possi.ble cause is an emotional rather than 
a physiological one. This theory proposes that a child with a 
poor self-concept who finds i.t difficult to live up to the expec­
tations of his parents and teachers will act and react to the 
people and situations in his environment more violently or in 
a more exaggerated way than will a normal child. He tries to 
avoid further failure vvith negative behaviors. 
Many children are emotionally hyperactive. They can't 
meet the demands of parents or teachers, so they res­
pond with negative behavior. In a real sense, tr1ey're 
doing their best to avoid failure and, lacki.ng interpersonal 
skills, they use only the means at their disposal: defiance, 
restlessness, aggressiveness. 26 
Brain dysfunction or brain damage is the last of the 
major causes briefly di.scussed here. Pathological brain 
damage as a possible cause of hyperactivity seems to be the 
exception rathe'''' than the rule. Brain da.mage was in years past 
bel ieved to be t~1e syndrome1S major cause. Clinicians and 
researchers now believe that some brain damaged children may 
be hyperactive; but not all hyperactive children are brain damaged. 
On many occasi.OtiS, misleading terms s\Jch as 'minimal 
brain dysfur')ctior)' or 'cerebral dysfuncti.on' have been 
used to classify these children when, in fact, there is 
no ev'ider)ce that brain damage is a nece.ssary conditi.on 
for the appearance of the behavi.or or- that brain damage 
is found with a par-ticular"'ly high frequency in such cases. 27 
26Thom5.S G. Ban\/ille, "l-JO\lV to Cope With the Hyper­
active Child It-, Your Classroom, Without Making It Impossible for 
Him to Cope," Early Year's, (November, 1974), p. 42. 
27Cole, tt:"~~~/i)er'l(in(=,;ttc Children: The Use of Stirnulant 
Drugs Evaluated, tt p. 28. 
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While any of the above may cause the characteristics 
of the hyperactive syndrome to flourish in a particular child, we 
cannot poi.nt to any of them with certainty as the basic underlying 
cause for all hyperacti\/ity irl children. The only conclusion to 
be reached ~1ere is that rnuch more research needs to be done. 
Hyperactivity and Learning Disabil ities 
Regardless of etiology, the hyperkinetic child must 
be properly diagnosed and specific learning disabil ities srl0uld be 
defined. Diagnosi.s is at its best in a multi.disciplinary team 
situation. This team approach should be employed in order to 
avoid a narrow one-disci.pl ine management system for the child. 
Once diagnosed, the hyperactive child and all of the 
learning problems that he e\/idences must find a place somewhere 
in the schools. His behavior here is disgusting and frustrating 
to his peers and to his teacher. He is not intellectually retarded 
but he has mor'8 than his share of learning difficul ties. 
When the hyperactive child hits the classroom, his probl ems 
multiply. He irritatf3s and frustrates 1,1s teacher, and he 
quickly develops a reputation as a 'bad actor'. Because he 
interferes with trleir attempts at productivity, his classmates 
turn away from him. And therl, to · baJt, he has troubte 
o.cquir'ing basic cogIlttive skills: his poor attention sparl, 
impulsivit:v' and per"'ceptual m()t\~r" pr~~)tilems cause him to 
fall furtr1et~ and fur"'thet' behind. 28 
28
Darby, H/~11 tr,c Things You St1Quld Know About 
Drugs and Ti,e rlyperktnetic Cr,ild, tt p. 41 • 
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This child must be dealt with on two levels in school: 
the academic and the emotiotial. He needs to be taught tI,e basics 
of academics and of his emotionality. He has to be met on an 
individual basis in both areas. The teac~1er must meet the 
hyperactive cllild where he is at the moment he arrives in the 
classroom and teach ~~)im the fundamentals of what he needs to 
know to survive in his vvorld. Teaching strategies and manage­
ment techtiiques are of utmost importance in dealing with this 
type of child. Organization and structure are key words. 
Without the help of chemotherapy or an elaborate 
behavior management system th-e teacher can be most effective 
in dealing with the hyperactive child if a few organizational 
arId structural tech~iques are used. 
We should first look at our teaching strategies to 
see if we are meeting the needs of this child. Have we 
provided trle structure he needs so desperately in order 
to organize himself? It i.s in.perative that the child know 
exactl~' what is expected of hi.m. A daily schedule placed 
on trle board or on his desk will help him organize his 
day. 
He requires short assignments that are interestlt1g 
and a schedule tllat provides for physi.cal movement with 
direction arId specific purpose. . 
The teacher c·an also provide opportunities for 
pupils to move about by setting up individual centers 
aro'...H~d tile roorn felt' spec~ific learning activities. Language 
Master's, Lape!:) or other equipment or materials can 
pro\/lrJe individual irlstrtA(~tion and programming. If the 
children under'stal,d E~xactly where they are to be at a 
giverl time and vJhat they are to do, they will probably 
benefit frc)m such a classroom set-up. 29 
29Srnall, "-T~le Hyperactive Chi.ld," pp. 34-35. 
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It is obvious that thi.s hyperkineti.c child wi.th his 
academic and emotional problems needs help; he usually needs 
more help than even loving parents and a concerned teacher can 
give. This malfunctioning child can and must receive some kind 
of help. • . help provides hope for his future as a productive, 
adjusted member of society • 
Before Laurie began treatment at the age of seven, our 
whole family felt as if we were sitting on a barrel of 
gunpowder that would explode at any moment. Temper 
tantrums, sle~ping problems, insistence and persistence, 
inabil tty to follow directions or take corrections, 
intensity and just plai.n stubborness marked our every 
day. Her work was above average it, second grade. 
But when we real ized how short her attention span was, 
how she wandered aimlessly about the room singing 
while others worked, and what peer-relati.onship 
problems she was developing, we kne she needed out­
side help. 30 
"Outside help" is the next topic to be considered. 
Coping \"Iith The 
Hyperacti\/c C!!itd 
As was previously noted, the hyperactive syndrome 
which afflicts some 3 to 5 percent of school age children is not 
new in itself. Only its name and the '''lay- in which treatment is 
provi.ded for hyperactive children is new. It has been learned 
thr'oL~gh study and re£.;earc.l how to identify and treat these child­
ren. Research has f)r'ogresse.d in the more than 100 years since 
30J • L. Schoer)rade, "Help Means Hope for Laurie," 
Journal ofLearning~)isc1bi}.~~~~s,Vol. 7 (August, 1974), p. 4~14. 
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~ . 
a German doctor wrote stories about "Fidgety Phil" for his 
children. The "Fidgety Phil's" that exist today are no longer 
looked UpOI. as spoi.led or just plai.n bad. There is greater 
awareness of the problems tlIat the child who is hyperacti.ve 
must cope with at home and in school; doctors and educators 
are now able to help tilts chi.ld with a nlanagement system that 
vv'ill suit his fleeds and help hi.m manage hi.s life. 
There certainly were hyperactive children before, but 
people had very different attitudes toward trlem, based 
largely on ignorance. As long ago as 1848, a German 
doctor wrote some stori.es for his children, one of 
whi.ch told a sad i.ncident i.n the 1ife of t Fidgety Phil, 1 
surely a t)'pical hyperactive child.. Probably the 
first sci.entific descripti.on was publ ished by an Engl ish 
pediatrician named George F. Still at the turn of the 
century. Only recently, however, has our soci.ety 
turned its attention toward problems that children have 
in school because of behaviora.l, emotional, or percep­
tual handicaps. The result of this attention has been a 
great spurt of research atld growing understanding. We 
can now talk intell igently about children who are 'hyper­
active' or who have learnir"lg disabil ities or other problenls 
at home and in school, instead of label ing them lazy, 
undiscipl ined, spoiled or just plain had, as people tended 
to do in the past. 31 
After a chi.ld is identified as having the symptoms 
of the hyperactive syndrome, the obvious next step i.s to choose 
an appr'opriate means of helping that child manage his own 
behavior and trlUS help him adjust in society. This step sounds 
easier than ;, t is. 
31 Seymour J. Friedland and Robert B. Shill<ret, 
"Alternative Explanatic)ns of I._earning Di.sabilities: Defensive 
Hypet'"\acti\/ity," Exceptiot;2,1 (:~hildren, Vol. 40 (November, 1973), 
p. 3. 
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There are t.hree mcljor means of managing the 
hyperactive child's behavior. The).' are: (1.) medical; 
(2.) psychologi.cal; and (3.) educational. These three altern­
atives must be matched to the individual needs of the child. In 
some cases only one method will be needed. In other cases all 
three metllods might be used in equal combinati.on. In yet other 
cases one major method will be used and it wi.ll be supported 
and reinforced by the other two. 
Hyperactivity and its associated symptoms are difficult 
to treat and will usually not yield to a single approach. 
This is because. • • the hyperactive child has more than 
one handicap (e. g. low attention span, restlessness, 
belligerance, immatlu""'ity, poor learning styles, etc.) 
and needs help in all of them from various sources. 32 
It is of the utmost importance that each hyperactive 
child be treated as an individual. When a flu epidemic is going 
around, pediatricians uniformly prescribe bed rest, fluids 
and aspirin as the 1fcammal') cur'cu. In an epidemic of hyper­
activity there is uno one metriod of treatmetlt that has been 
found to be uniformly successful witl, the hyperactive child. ,,33 
Because of its widespread and increasingly contro­
versial use medical rr1anagement is disctJssed here first. 
Giving medic'3'ti()n to childrer'l is a common practice 
3':'>
'-Josepf. ~"'. MlJrray, "Drugs to Control Classroom 
Bel,avior?" Educatiolic.tl Leadership,.Vol. 31 (October, 1973),p. 13. 
33 
Ray C .. \lVut-tderl ich, n-rr'eatmcnt of the Hyperactive 
Child," Academic Tt:!:?!:2E~ Vc)l. 8 (Sltmmer, 1973), p. 375. 
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in curing physical illnesses. It is quite another tllatter to 
control behavior through drugs. The American public is 
constantly alerted by the media abOLtt drug use and abuse. 
Newspapers are full of stories about ~ drl-tg overdoses, addiction 
and drug misuse in general. It is no wonder that the parents 
of a young hyperactive child shiver at the thought of "drugging" 
their offspring everyday for the next 5 or 6 years of hl~3 1i.fe • 
Using drugs to control kids is not new. In the late 
1800's, harri~d parents fed their unruly offspring 
Winslow's Soothing Syrup, an opium-based elixir 
available without a prescription. 34 
Wi.nslow's Soothing Syrup is off the market. 
Drugs available to hyperactive chi.ldren in 1976 require a 
doctor's prescription and rnuch though on the part of the 
parents. Aside from Winslow's Syrup, drug treatment or 
chemotherapy really came into prominence as a useful tech­
nique in treating behavior problems about 1937. A.mphetamines, 
or stimulants as they are known, are the most commonly used 
and have been fourid to be the most effective i.n treating the 
hyperactive chi.ld. 
Alt~,ough tIle use of cl,emothel"'iiJ)~/ to treat children with 
specific lea.r"ning disabil ities has St~(id\3nly achieved 
pr'ominencE;, the pract'icE; is not new ~ Ir'} 1937 Dr. Charles 
Bradley first rep<.)rted tr.e ~-;ucce:'3sflJl tr"eatment of hyper­
activit)1 a.nd its ('(~SLtl ti~lg dis()y""dr3rs tllr'ough the use of an 
amprletarrline. Since tllen, ,both cl i~ical reports,"and 
34Carole Wade Offir', "Slavish Reliance on Drugs: 
Are We Pushers for (Jt.Jr' C}vYE) (~l,ildren?" Psychology Toda~ 
v , 8 (0 b 1 <''''? .t1~\ r 01 C)OL. ecem er, .::'.1, ';0)) j.)" 4t....:. 
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tIle reported resul t..s of controlled studies S~IOW that
 
hyperkinesis can be controlled by amphetamines as
 
well as other stimular)t drugs. 35
 
Amp!letamines are designed to stimulate the 
responses of the normal person. The hyperactive chi.ld, how­
ever, is already subject to constant over-stimulation from his 
environment. He is unable to cope with this envi.ronmental 
stimulati.on; this inabil ity to cope is what makes him hyper­
active to begi.n with. How, then are stimulants -used to calm 
him and help him function normally in his environment? 
Altho'..Jgh these drugs have a stimulating effect on adul ts, 
medical experience and research reveal that they have a 
reverse effect in hyperkinetic children and tend to counteract 
the overt symptoms that characteri.ze these children. Of the 
amphetamines, Benzedrine, Dexadrine, and Rital in are the 
major ones used to treat tile hyperactive behavi.or syndrome. 
Stimulant drugs appear to act paradoxically in cases of 
cerebral dysfunction and hyperactivity. An explanati.on 
for this phenomenon is offered by C. K. Connors and, G. H • 
Rothschild, who state that the drug action in hyperkinetic 
chi.ldren is not a pharmacologically true paradoxical effect, 
but rather a direct stimulating effect whi:crl causes an 
increase in general alertness and excitation, along with 
an increase in tile ability to focus attention. Responses 
to interferi.ng stimuli are then decreased, resul ting in a 
child who is more receptive to the stimuli presented by 
teac;hei~s and parents. As the child focuses on the mean­
ingful'stimuli, he is able to organize his body movements 
---,,--------­
35 
Jan.es L. Hager, "EdLtCator's Role With I-~yper-
kir\eticCtlildrerl,H Pryi Delta:<appan, Vol. 54 (January, 1973), p. 338. 
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more purposefully, thi.s controlling motor hyperkinesi.s. 36 
Stimulant drugs react directly upon what is known as 
the reticular acti.vating systerrl lr, the brain. 
A second explanatiot1 for"' the effectiveness of stimu­
lant drugs states that these drugs seem to slow the transmission 
of nerve impulses in the brain of the hyperkinetic child without 
actually sedating him. This explanation purports that a 
chernical imbalance is cOI"'rected in the hyperactive child's 
brain through the use of stimulant drug§. 
Although the activi.ty of the hyperkinetic chi.ld appears 
to be normalized and his attention markedly improved 
with the use of stimulant drugs such as d-amphetarrline 
[Dexedrine] and methylphenidate [Ritalin], very little 
is known about the mechani.sms by. : which these drugs 
bring about '.. such changes. D-amphetamine has -potent 
stimulating effects on the central nervous system, with 
its primary site of action being in the lower brain centers, 
including the midbrain reticular activating system, 
hypothalmus, and 1imbia structures. Methylphenidate 
has a similar biochemical structure and pharmacological 
action to that of d-amphetamine and probably acts on· ._" 
many of the same sites. Since one area of the brain linked 
to hyperactivity (the reticular acti.vatirlg system) reacts 
favorably to stimulants butr'not to tranquilizers, it is 
possible that d-amphetamine and methylphenidate slow 
the transmission of nerve impulses in the brain of the 
hyperkinetic child without actually sedating the child. 
In a general sense, such a Viev.l iJLirpo~-.ts that nerve 
impulses may be transmitted toC) rapi.dly in the hyper­
kinetic cr,ild, and that ~timular1t dr"'ugs a.ct to achieve a 
cl"lemical bcl1ance J eJ lO'!'I'ing ttJe brain to function in a more 
normal rnCU-iner. 37 
36Frank I\.labiso, "Inhibitory Functions in Reducing 
Hyperac:tivG Beha\,'ior) it (~\r~2...~ican Journal c>f l'v1ental Deficiency, 
Vol. 7~1 (November, 19-12), r). 261. 
37Cold, "l-{ypei'~ki.r)et:icChildren: The Use of Stimulant 
Drugs Evaluated," p. S-I .. 
.~.. 
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Regardless of the inabil tty to prove exactly how 
stimulants work to calm the hyperactive child, the fact rema:ins: 
they do work. They work for the vast naajority of hyperkinetic 
children which may explain why so martY doctors who are unpre­
pared to diagnose a true hyperactive Cllild and are unaware of 
other fortl1s of treatment irr1mediately (after only a cursory 
exarTlination) prescribe medic;atiorl for the child. Stimulants 
will be effective for almost all hyperacti.ve children unless tltey 
develop an allErgi~ reaction to the drug or the side effects are 
too overbearing. 
Possible side effectS caused by the use of stimulants 
are decreased appetite, loss of sleep and possible weight loss. 
Generally, however, when hyperactive children are 
on tltese drugs, they become calmer and less acti.ve, develop a 
longer span of attenti.on, become less stubb'orn, and are easier to 
manage and to live wi.th at home and in school. They frequently 
become more serisitive to the needs of otrlers and much more 
responsive to discipl ine . When stirY1ul ant dr't)gs are effective 
they pr~,)duce dr'arnatic results. Usuall:v they ctre effective irnme­
diately to n"lake tr1e chi.ld more matLlre in o. \/ar'iely of areas. 
Despite the fact tJ-:at tj-!(~ !)sychc)p~iysioloC:l1.Cal mechanisms 
of stin-lulant drlJ~.Js ()~~} t"tYi=-)crkitiE::.ti c ber'1a.\/lor are not fully 
understood, the r·f:~r)::·rt,e(j i.mpr··~.~'v'ement in behavior at 
school ariel at hCJcr',c rielS f()~:.;ter~::(1 \lvi(Jesr.~r'ead use of this 
.~.. 
.-: .. 
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ty·eatmer.t. 38 
While the practice of drug tt"lerapy has truly grown 
in popularity the past fev" years, it is not universally regarded 
as the ideal method of treatment. Drug treatment represents a 
convenient but somewhat questionable alternative to other forms 
of managerrl3nt. There are questions concerning the pc~ssibility 
-
of addiction and long-term psychologi.cal and physiological 
effects. While the stimulants are extremely effective in help­
ing the child focus his attention in order to leat"'n and behave i.n 
school and at home, there are further' questions as to tl1e problenls 
the child will experience when he is taken off the drugs around 
12 or 13 years old. If he becomes so different while under the 
influences of the medication, will he recogni.ze his ttnatural" 
feel ings when he is not taking medication? 
These questions in regard to stimulants and their 
relation to the hyperactive child need long term study and research. 
The only thing lacking in the picture is the solid, systematic 
research that should have preceeded, or at least accompan­
ied, wide use of the drugs. As a matter of fact, when a 
subcommittee of the U.5. House of Representatives held a 
hearing in the fall of 1970 on the use of behavior modifica­
tion drugs with grammar school children, it was established' 
that although the National Institute of Mental Health alone 
had granted three millton dollars for research in the field, 
although the drugs had been in use for 30 years, and 
although at least 300,000 children were then taking the 
stimulants, no authoritative follow-up studies on long-
term effects had been done. The Medical Letter On Drugs 
38Stanley Kri.ppner, Robert Silverman, Mi.chael Cavallo 
and Mi.chael Healy, "Study of Hyperkinetic Children Receiving 
Sti.mulant Drugs," Academic Th~rapy, Vol. 8 (Spring, 1973), p. 262. 
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and Tt1erar;eutics, a conservati.ve, nonprofit publication 
aimed at cl inicians, describes the data 01. the use of 
amphetamit.e-type drugs on children as 'meager' and 
goes on to charge that there are no adequately controlled 
long-term studies of the use of stimulants on noninstitu­
tionalized hyperactive children with I.Q. l s in the normal 
39range.
Stimulant drugs like Ri.talin, Dexedrine, Benzedrine 
and Mellaril can produce unu.sually dramatic effects when they 
"­
are prescribed for children who actually need them, and whet'') 
the dosage is correct. 
In summary, there is a place for stimulant medications 
in the treatment of the hyperkinetic behavi-oral disturbance, 
but these medications are not the only form of effective 
treatment. 40 
Another alternative management technique is psycho­
logical management. One of the technique:.s of psychological 
management that has grown in popularity in very recent years 
is called biofeedback. In this technique the hyperactive subject 
learns about his internal bodily actions and reactions "in order to 
develop self-control over them. Biofeedback is being experimen­
ted with at this point in time. It has potential for widespread use 
in the future as it has beer, successful in helpir:1g adults dev·elop 
self-control over a variety of problems such. 3.S heart rate a.nd 
blood pressure. 
390ivoky, "Toward A Nation of Sedated Childt'en," p. 10. 
40IlRepo!,'~ of the Conference on the Use of Stimulant Drugs 
in t~fE~ Tt"eatment of t~etlavi.orally ~Disturbed Young School Children, " 
Jour'rlal of Learl.inq Disat)ilities, Vol. 4 (November, 1971), p. 523-530. 
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Biofeedback is a technique developed relatively recently 
within experimental psychology. It involves the use of 
electronic equipment to monitor a sUbject's physiological 
process (which are normally not attended to and not under 
'voluntary' control) a.nd then maki.rlg these processes known 
to the subject by means of some external stimulus such as 
alight or tone. This 'externali.zation' of information 
about internal functioning ultimately allows the subject to 
gain voluntary' control over his internal physiological 
systems. 41 . 
Another kind of phychological management is the 
introduction of a psychologist or a psychiatrist \tvho is tuned into 
the problems of the -hyperkineti.c child. This psychologist/ 
psychiatrist can be most helpful as a "third party"; one who is 
knowledgable about the problem but yet has never had a conflict 
or bad experience wi.th the child. Some parents and educators 
argue that a child under twelve is too young to see a psychiatri.st. 
Often this is just the person whom the chi.ld needs; someone who 
can di.scuss and try to explain and/or talk out the consequences 
of his acti.ons and hi.s feel ings about himself. He can help the 
child cope with the difficulties h~ is facing at home and in 
school. 
The third means of psychological managerrlent is 
highly c()ntroversial, sometimes damaging to the chi.ld, and very 
permanent. It is called psychosurgery .. Psychosurgery is 
41 Lendell wnHams Vraud, Mimi N. Lupin, and 
William G. Braud, "The Use of Electromyographic Biofeedback 
in the Cot.trol of Hyperactivity, tr Journal of I_earning Disabi.l ities, 
Vol. 8 (/\ugust/September, 1975), p. 422-.­
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being used in only tile most severe cases; many surgeons 
refuse to do such an operation. 
The psychosurgeon's goal is permanent behavior modi­
fication directed at management, control, and conformity. 
They have stated their interest in operating on children 
who require extra effort and time on the part of the parents, 
teachers, or hospital attendants. They wish to control 
tI,ese children so that they will never require extra care 
and attention again. 42 
ChiIdren who undergo such an operation are left with 
only a part of their personality intact. Such an operation 
performed on a young child breaks his spirit much as a wild 
horse loses his spirit when he is tamed. After psychosurgery 
the child is no longer aggressive and restless, distracti.t~:e· 
and disorganized; neither does he have his creativity and 
natural curiosity to learn. 
In order to accornplish management, many other aspects 
of the personal ity fnust be sacrificed with the loss of brain 
tissue. The frontal lobes and the limbic system are well 
'integrated wi.th marlY interconnecti.ons throughoutJ- There 
is no violence center or hyperactivity center in the brain. 
The amygdala, thalamus, hypothalamus, and other 
emotion-regulating areas of the brain perform many 
integrated functions. Removing any of these str'uctures 
will blunt such aspects of the personality as creativity and 
learning, in addition to blunting violence, aggression, 
motion, or restlessness. 43 
4~hyllis Breggin, "Underlying a Method: Psycho­
Sur'gery for Hyperacti.ve Children, n Mental Hygiene, Vol. 58 
(Winte,r, 1974), p. 20. 
43Ibid., pp. 20-21 • 
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Since the hyperactive child spends the greater part 
of his waking day at school, it is of utmost importance that 
the school and more specifically the teacher be prepared to 
cope with hi.m. Even if the child is on medication it is very 
likely that he will still need a supplerr"'lental supportive kind of 
management to see him successfully through the day. One 
educational technique betr1g used more and more is the place­
rnent of the hyperactive special child into a special classroom 
with a small class and a trained teacher who understands his 
problems and who will make an extra effort to help him deal 
with rl'is problem behavior. 
The last management technique might very well be 
used within the confines of the special classroom. It is a system 
of rewards and punishments called behavior modification. Again, 
even though the child might be on drugs to help him cope, behavior 
modification techniques may be necessary to help him get through 
the days when everything seems to go wrong. Essentially behavior 
modification is a system whereby desirable behavior is built 
and undesirable behavior eliminated through rewarding the child 
for a proper- response and punishing him (usually withholding 
the reward) for' an inappropriate response. 
The Othf2.i'"' popular treatment approach that has received 
atter.ti.l)r1 i.n recent years and offers cot'lsiderable promise 
is berlavtor modification. This commonly involves an 
oper"ant conditioning technique by which desirable behavior 
45 
is conditioned or shaped and undesirable behavior~ is 
el iminated through the programmed use of reinforcements. 44 
Of the several major management techniques available, 
non will be utopia for every child. Generally rr1edication is 
prescribed for the hyperkinetic child as the main system of 
management and another technique might be used to support the 
medicati.on. 
ParamoLlnt to any technique used is the concern and 
understanding given the child. He is a human being who has 
many problems that are not of his own choosing. It is important 
to keep i.n ·mind that he does not control many of his actions and 
responses. He wants to be a lot better than he is; he needs to 
be loved and cared for; he longs to be accepted by peers; he 
tries to pay attention in class and remember at home--but 
he can't. Parents and teachers must keep in mi.nd that the 
hyperactive child ~v'ould be better if he could. 
Summary 
Hart Peterson, associate professor of neurology and 
pediatrics at New York Hospital, Cornell Medical 
Center, explains the hyperactive child as being 'bomb­
barded by sights and sounds all his waking hours but, 
unlike normal childre~, is unable to sort them out and 
give priority to any single one. As he sits at his desk, 
he hears the teacher talking, a classmate \Nhispering, 
440 •D • Simpson and A.E. Nelson, "Attention 
Trclirllng Through Bt'eathing Control to Modify I-typeractivity, " 
JouTlial of Learning Disabilities, Vol. 7 (May, 1974), p. 275. 
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a car going down the street, al. airplane flyi.ng overhead, 
and they all come through with equal importance. He 
wants to investigate all of them, immediately. 
At school and at home, this child $eems to be in perpetual 
motion, tapping his feet, moving from side to si.de, shuffl­
i.ng his feet, jumpi.ng from one self-motivated activity 
to anc)tI'.er. 45 
The hyperkinetic behavior syndrome does exist. 
Children who are affl ieted with hyperkinesis,. exhibit one or more 
of the character"i.stics defi.ned and exemplified at the beginni.ng of 
this chapter. Even though tile author has clearly defined these 
characteristics, diagnosis is often very difficult. The qual ity 
and intensity of these "symptoms" must be carefully examined 
by pediatrician, teacher and parent before a diagnosis is made. 
The child who is simply very active by virtue of his own person­
alit'y' must be distinguished and separated from the child \fvho is 
truly hyperactive. 
Etiology, though not the major focus of this paper, 
has been briefly discussed. Relatively little is pt"~esently known 
about the cause or causes of the hyperactive behavior syndronle 
although many theories are currently being researched. 
We know 1ittle about definitive causes. The disorder 
has been ascribed to biological, psychological, soci.al 
or environmental factors, or a combination of these. 46 
45Srna.ll, "The Hyperactive Child," p. 35. 
46"Report of the Conference on the Use of Sti.mulant 
Drugs iJl the Treatment of BehaViorally Disturbed Young School 
ChiIdren, " p. 525. 
,~. 
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Management techniques are of the utmost import­
ance. Finding and implementing the appropriate. management 
system is the key to future success and happiness for the 
hyperactive child. The management system or systems chosen 
must be fitted to the specific needs of the individual child. Not 
all hyperactive children will be able to satisfactorily function 
and cope under the same management system. 
The fact that these dysfunctions range from mild to 
severe and have ill-understood causes and outcomes 
should not obscure the necessity for skilled and 
special interventions. • • 
Several approaches now appear to be helpful. Special 
classes and teachers can be directed to specific learning 
disabilities and thus restore the confidence of trle child 
who experiences chronic. Modification of behavior by 
systematic rewarding of desired actions has been repor'tad 
to be useful in some children. Elimination of disturbing 
influences in the family or classroom through counseling, 
may often tip the balance, and a happier child may show 
improved control and function. 
There will be children for whom such efforts are not 
sufficient. Their history and their exarrlination reveal 
symptoms of such a driven nature that ski lIed c 1iniciar,s 
undertake a trial of medical treatment. Medication does 
not 1cure ' the condition, but the child may become more 
accessible to educati.onal and counseling efforts. Over 
the short term and at a critical age, this can provide the 
help needed for the child's development. 47 
The single conclusion to be drawn from the preceed­
it1g research is that much more research needs to be done in 
regard to the identifying characteristi.cs and the various 
47Ibi.d., pp. 526-527. 
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management techniques of the hyperactive child. Hyperactivity 
is a relatively new subject area i.n education and medicine. 
Only recently has i.t been viewed as an educational/medical 
problem. 
More research studies desperately need to be done 
in these areas so that the child who has been afflicted with r,yper­
ki.nesis is able to have the chance to li.ve his li.fe as happily 
and profitably as any other well-adjusted contributi.ng member 
of society. 
CHAPTER III 
Treating the Hyperacti.ve Child 
At Home and At School 
Besides the various means of managing the 
I",yperactive chi Id mentioned previously, there are several 
less formal ways that are often of great help. 
The following are ideas and suggestions to r\elp 
the hyperactive child cope in the classroom and at home. 
(1.) Hyperactive children don't take to surprises. 
They like to know in advance what's corning fir.st, 
second, and so on. You can help them by co.refully 
structuring their daily schedules and work a'ssign­
ments, and t.r1Bn, by avoiding unexpected changes in 
plans or routities. 
(2.) You can't hurry a hyperacti.ve chilc1. That 
would only excite him. So, rnake sure ~,e has 
plenty of time to complete e\ler'y assignment. 
(3.) l-'lyperactive children simply cantt ~jtand being 
ira ttle Vv'r"ong. If there's a need for (jiscir)ltr"e, i.t 
should be done in a nonpunishirlg way, keer~)ing in 
mind the fact that the child cantt contt"ol t~yis beha\/lor, 
and assL~ming, al\AJays, that if r,e could he vvauld 
behave acceptab~y. 
(4.) A calm arld quiet envir·onment is a great help 
to the hyperactive child. L_oud talking, laughter or 
excessive movemelit iii the room can be very distur'b­
ing to him. Any kind of exci.tement may ~<ey him up 
and r·'esult in mtsbeha\/lor. 
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(5.) The reason hyperactive cl,ildren behave 
(or misbehave) as they do is that they don't 
have what are generally referred to as 'inner 
controls'. Since they are not self-controlled, 
it's necessary for the adults around them to 
supply tIle controls externally. One of the best 
ways to do this is to provide situations in which 
he can safely be responsible for his own behavior. 
The teacher should control the situation so that 
the child's attempt at se-lf-col,trol is fail-safe. 
(6.) It's impossible to make the l,yperactive 
child do anything he refuses to do. If you apply 
force, everybody loses. Fuss ing, arguing and 
teasing wi.ll only aggravate the situation. Offer 
the child a choice between your way and his and 
poitit out the consequences of each. 
(7 .) Hyperactive children are very sensiti.ve to 
'body language'. They are quick to spot the signs 
of teacher's displeasure and they may react to it 
in unacceptable ways. You can get much better 
results if you Carl manage to stay on an even keel. 
(8.) Physical restraints only make tlle hyperactive 
child more hyperactive. Even v'/hen he's rnisbehav­
ing, your approach to hi.m should not involve sudderl 
action. If you keep your cool, you'll help him do 
the same!' 
(9.) Unfairness, real or fancied, is enougrl to set 
off hyperactive children. By no means, are they 
always fair. But they expect you to be. 
(10.) Hyperacti.ve Ct·,i.ldren usually react very 
favorably to a reward system such as tllose used 
in behaviot'"'-modificati,')n pr·ogrZtnls. 
(11.) Never, ever contribute to a self-fulfill ing 
prophecy for a hyperactive child. Avoid making 
comments in his cumulative folder, to other 
teachers--that will give him a reputation to 1ive 
up to. 1 
iThomas Q. Banville, "How To Cope With The 
~·'yperacti\/e Chi.ld In Your Classroom, Without Makitag It Im­
Possible fc)Y" t-1irn to Cope," Early Years (November, 1974): 
pp. 42-43. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY' 
A Look Toward the Future 
The medical and educational problems present 
in today's world are many and var"ied. Doctors search for 
cures for cancer, leukemia, muscular dystrophy, and even 
the common cold. Educators try va.rious methods such as the 
open classroom concept in order to provi.de the most compre­
hensive individualized education for the chi.ld. 
A current medical/educational problem is the 
hyperkinetic behavi.or syndrome. Many children in school 
today are unable to be attentive and learn due to the symptoms 
of this syndrome. They are intelligent bei.ngs who are i.n need 
of the love and warmth of others but oftentimes are denied this 
love and warmth because of the somewhat obnoxious, disgusting, 
and frustrating bellavioral characteristics they exhibit. Bott. 
peers and parents carl cope with the hyperactive child's 
"driven" behavior and seemingly unthi.nki.ng acts for a certain 
length of time and then both give up. i.n despair. His teacher 
is only ctble to manage his uncontrolled behavior for a certain 
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length of time and then she, too \,vill tend to despair. 
This hyperkinetic child can be helped to adequately 
handle himself within his environment through various manage­
ment techniques such as chemotherapy or behavior modification. 
But are these the most helpful means of helping thi.s ki.nd of 
child cope? or are there other means as yet ur1researched 
that would be even more helpful? 
Hyperactive children will grow to be adults. They 
have the same right as all human beings to live and grow in 
the world. Their existence and the work they do can leave its 
mark on society. This is only possible, however, if doctors, 
parents and educators are alert to the possibilities of new 
identification and management techniques. It is possible only 
if researchers in the field experiment with and study new ave­
nues of help for this special child. 
A brighter future is available to all who work for 
it. This is unfortunately not true of the hyperacttve child. He 
is 1ike a baby whose actions and reactions to the world around 
him are virtually uncontrolled and highly influenced by others. 
Just as a newborn baby's future 1ies in the good judgement and 
healthy environment provided by his parents, the hyperactive 
child's future lies in the research and studies yet to be done 
by concerned and interested educators and doctors in the field. 
.' . 
"" ... '," ~; '. 
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